EPISODE 1
THE BOOK

ANDREA

Breaks up with Craig
for cheating. Bumps
into the man. Meets
online potential Pawel

EPISODE 2
TREATS, TOYS AND
TEACHING DEVICES.
Begins to train Pawel.
Working successfully.

EPISODE 3
COLLAR AND
LEASH

EPISODE 4
HAPPY BARK-DAY

Gets carried away
with training.

Goes to Melanie’s 30th
birthday dinner and
bumps into ‘the man’.

Andrea realises that
she’s created a monster.
Cliff hanger for season
two does she find out
about Craig and Melanie

Goes to younger sisters’
dinner party. Still
arguing with Melanie.

Makes up with Andrea
and gives some moral
advice. Also offers
advice to Melanie.

Proud of Andrea for
recognising the error of
her ways. Gets engaged
to boyfriend Steve.

Supports Andrea
through break up

Continues to support
Andrea. Looks for some
advice from Andrea and
Lisa. Andrea offers bad
advice and tells her to
train Steve. Lisa offers
her good advice.

Supports Andrea
through break up.

Offers Sandra some good Attempts to prevent
advice.
the argument
between Andrea
and Melanie. The
argument begins
anyways.

Goes to Melanie’s
dinner party.

Gets Andrea and
Sandra to start talking
again. The peace
maker.

Happy both of her friends
are back to normal.

Tells Andrea to take
control of her life.

Drunkenly sleeps with
Craig.

Feeling guilty about
sleeping with Craig
focuses her attention
on other men.
Rejects Craig’s calls.

Her 30th birthday. Has a
dinner party.

Begins to change her
out going and careless
ways.

Cliff hanger Melanie
opens a pregnancy test.

Dumped by Andrea for
cheating.

Drunkenly sleeps with
Melanie.

Attempts to ring
Melanie in hope to
keep her quiet about
their drunken
mistake.

Comes to Melanie’s
birthday dinner.
Impressed by Andrea’s
attitude.

Ask for Andrea back.

Leaves a voice message
on Andrea’s phone saying
he slept with Melanie.
Potential father??

SANDRA

LISA

MELANIE

CRAIG

EPISODE 6
THE LIAR, THE BITCH
AND THE

Andrea rejects Craig
when he asks for her
back.
Over exaggerates
teaching Pawel rules.
Sublimely controlling
his every move.

Still training Pawel.

Confront Andrea
about the extreme
of her ‘training’.
Argument begins.

EPISODE 5
GIVE A DOG A
BONE

PAWEL

THE MAN

Online chats with
Andrea

Goes for first date with
Andrea

Starts to become the
“perfect man”

Attends the dinner party
with Andrea.

Becomes very
systematic, a clone of
Andrea. Hardly
recognisable.

Worn down man.

Bumps into Andrea

Meets Melanie.

Begins dating
Melanie.

Meets Andrea again at
Melanie’s 30th birthday.
He is seeing Melanie.

Gets dumped by
Melanie who wants to
start maturing.

Potential father?

